
Project for a revival of the free and balkline games of carom billiards

Dear friends,
first of all let me point out that I firmly that nothing should be changed about
the “classical” games of carom billiards and their rules.  They have solid roots, well
founded in the fertile round of the history of billiards. They evolved one from the
other in a natural fashion, due to the opprtunity to avoid too long and monotonous
series.
By the other hand, I can’t avoid to admit that I’m disappointed when I try to find a
billiard hall where people like to play straight rail (obviously it’s almost a rarity to see
a match of balkline!).  Neither I have  been very happy everytime I went to see a
world tournament of balkline (47/2 or 47/1 or 71/2: it was long ago, actually!),
because people watchin’ matches were really very few and moreover they didn’t look
very aware of the game itself.
What I suggest is the birth of a new formula of game, to associate to the other
“classical”, and already tested games. It is called “47/3 balkline carom game”.
I hope that you already got the pdf document in which the rules of the game are
described. Please read them carefully and, if possibile, try them on the Billiard table,
to understand it better.

 
In my purpose,  the 47/3 formula should reach the following ends:

• The game may be played and enjoyed by beginners as well as by good players
• It encourages the variety and spectacularity of the shots, while it discourages

series which are too long and monotonous
• It obliges the player to find easily those shots which collect the balls in small

areas, close to the short cushions: consequently, it avoids that beginners are
discouraged when balls get spread all over the table ( in this case, so frequent
also in the free game, they can only try to play a game similar to a bad three
cushion game)

• It gives the possibility to learn “large” shots as well
• It encourages the player that conceives a clever strategy for the long run (but

inhibits the runs which are too monotonous and long, as the so called “nurse”),
whereas it discourages excessive defence

• It prize good executions and  very good “mechanism” of the shots.
My opinion is that the first step to obtain the revival of the “series”  games is to be
able to organize some “experimental” tournaments, which would give matter to judge
the effectiveness of the formula.
Nevertheless, I am convinced that this step would be useless if we would not put it in
a larger perspective. In fact, if it ended as a simple trial between friends, in the best
case it would be an amusing, but short-lived experience.
Therefore it should be followed by other steps. I limit myself to hypotize a
development.
The second necessary step should be an official step, by which the mentioned goals
and result should be achieved for the other classical games as well. In particular, the
main goal to achieve should be to get a varied, more spectacular sequence of shots
during the game, therefore avoiding series which would be too long and monotonous.
Well, I believe that this goal can be achieved without touching the integrity and the
philosophy of the “classical” games (e.g. 47!2, 47/1, 71/2, etc). In fact, it would be
sufficient that, by a common decision, the mechanism of ranking and selection were
changed, for example, as follows:



players of the 1st level could play the 47/3 game, until they reach an average of 10
points/turn in an official match;
in the second level, the 47/2 should be played, with the same limit of average 10;
Finally, a “master “ level, in which all the best players would play either 47/1 or 71/2
balkline.
Please consider carefully the implications that this changes would produce on the
spectacularuty, without affecting the quality of the game and the technical level of the
players.

 
But I agree with people who wisely suggest to proceed step by step.
Therefore I would be very satisfied if you all examine my new formula (47/3);
 in the positive case, You could share the experiment with me by organizing some
tournaments in different parts of the world.
At the end of this first step, we could communicate among ourselves our experimental
results via web, so that we can judge the first step and decide together what to do after
that.
So, shall we organize the first local experimental tournaments of 47/3 balkline
carom billiards?

Dear friends, I’m really grateful for your  interest, your constructive opinions have
been very helpful to me. Please let me know about your assent and/or dissent, so that
we can get into the actual organizing phase.
In case of good results, nothing would hinder us from the possibility to communicate
our experienced itnitiative to the national and continental billiard associations and
later to the UMB, in order to obtain their approval and eventually their cooperation.

Sincerely (and billiardly) yours
                                                                               Roma, 4 - 2 -2006
                   Gian Giorgio D’Ancona


